Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 2/24/21

- CoAP and GPIO device services are still in the midst of review.
- TAF tests should all be passing successfully with this evening’s test run.
- The TestQA team is working with HCL for a possible scalability test harness.
- The developer-scripts repository has been archived. All the compose files are being moved to the new edgex-compose repository.
- The Docker Image renaming is still on hold pending a potential Hanoi dot release need. We will change the names of the Docker images when we are 30 days from the Ireland release.
- DevOps is working on email notifications on build failures.
- The ADR for securing Consul has been approved and merged.
- The ADR for service registry is in review and close to approval.
- The Open Retail Reference Architecture sub-project provided a presentation as part of the adopter series meeting set yesterday. See the Vertical Solutions WG page for the recording and slides.
- The EdgeX Ready program went before the LF Edge board yesterday (Feb 23rd) for review/approval. Voting is currently ongoing.
- The V2 core APIs have been finished with exception of CBOR work which is underway.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Service Registry / #283 – close – to be worked in the security WG.
  - Upload threat model / #259
  - Metris / #268
  - DS Filters / #282 – close – final review updates coming this week
- The TSC PRC meeting has been set for Feb 25th (5pm PST). Jim, Lenny and Henry will be presenting for the TSC in this first meeting.
- A meeting with the Digital Twin Consortium liaison went well. An MOU between EdgeX and DTC is on the table and being reviewed by LF. Next steps after the MOU would be a small team to outline a potential joint project charter and deliverables.
- Docker Hub limits have been removed thanks to LF and Eric Ball.
- Based on a survey of many of the work group leads and project members, A tentative release target date for Ireland is set for June 30th.
  - Due to the smoothness of release process, a freeze date is tentatively set for June 21st, but there are concerns that a shortened freeze period for the major release may not be warranted. This will be reviewed and refined as we get closer to the date.
  - A virtual planning meeting is tentatively scheduled for June 21-24.
  - Some device services (Camera, SNMP, and others less used) may be released later in July based on current planning.
- Per Keith Steele: while IOT SWC is scheduled to be a live event in Oct (5-7th), the LF Edge board is discussing and it does not appear that there is enthusiasm on the part of membership to attend this event in person. Travel is still uncertain and the required planning time makes it unlikely EdgeX or LF Edge project would participate.